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As we enter the new year, we wish all
of our colleagues and friends a happy
and healthy 2022, we hope you’re all recharged and excited for all of the exciting
things to come.
This month was a preview of what’s to come across the
new year, with growth, renewal agreements and new
partnership’s being formed.
It is great to see environmental commitment is also being
recognised, as ‘Blackbird’ wins the IABM BaM award for the
Environmental Sustainability company of the year.
Moreover, Kaltura also provided a snapshot of what’s to
come in 2022, as they worked with AWS to launch the
next-generation streaming TV service on Watch Brazil.
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Our predictions for 2022 are that the environment,
expansion and development will be at the forefront of
the sector, and it’s something which we’re really looking
forward to!
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Market Insights
Vodafone TV Continues to Grow with
Kaltura as the Heart of its Cloud TV
Strategy; Germany Debut Boosts

The growth of Avid’s SaaS offerings
Media production firms black spot and luminosity
entertainment go remote with Avid-Edit on demand
cloud video editing solutions

Vodafone continues to expand the footprint of its
Vodafone TV service. With the launch in Germany
the service is now live in nine countries. Kaltura TV
Platform has been the backbone of Vodafone TV since
its inception in 2014 and is deployed in all markets
where Vodafone TV is launched. Vodafone TV was
launched in Germany in February 2021. The service is
available in both Vodafone and Unitymedia network
footprint.

Read article

Deltatre renews agreement with
Hero Indian Super League for new
season
Deltatre, the global leader in fan-first experiences,
has renewed its agreement with the hero Indian
Super League for the 2021/22 season-and will
provide its best-in-class broadcast graphics solution
to the league throughout the competition

Read article

Blackbird wins Environmental
Sustainability Company of the Year
2021

Read article

Conviva Teams with Experian to
Expand Audience Measurement
Capabilities for Streaming Publishers
Conviva, the continuous measurement platform for
streaming media, has teamed with Experian, the
leading global information services company, to
provide streaming publishers and their ecosystem
partners with the industry’s most advanced audience
segmentation data, a key step towards solving the
streaming industry’s global measurement challenge

Blackbird plc (AIM:BIRD, OTCQX: BBRDF), the
technology licensor, developer and seller of the
market-leading cloud native video editing platform,
Blackbird, announces that it has won Environmental
Sustainability Company of the Year 2021 at the IABM
Read article

VEWD to strengthen balance sheet
and accelerate development of
next-gen products

Read article

Vewd Software AS, the leading provider of OTT
software solutions, today announced that it has
come to an agreement with its senior lenders to
position the company for continued success in the
fast-changing world of Connected TV via a court
supervised process that will result in deleveraging
and improving its balance sheet

Lawo review and updates it’s
product portfolio
Lawo Research and Development department has
proactively undertaken a review and assessment of
the risk that this vulnerability brings to our product
portfolio.

Read article
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